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HOPE, RESTORATION & THE HUMAN RIGHTS SHABBAT
BY HANNAH BAXTER
As a newcomer to Judaism and Kol HaLev, and to the entire
experience of belonging to a congregation, I’ve been moved by
the sense of a shared vision for the world I experience at KHL’s
Shabbat services. With so much strife across the world, it can
seem as though human beings will never exhaust our capacity
for hatred and abuse. Turning on the news, I am easily overcome
by the seemingly unbridgeable gap between my own beliefs and
those of many of my compatriots.
But at Kol HaLev, we read a prayer for peace during each
service. One aliyah always calls on us to stand up (literally) for
a progressive ideal. Rabbi Steve’s interpretation of each Torah
portion (sections of an ancient text that I half-expected to have
a strictly historical meaning for me) always sheds light at a new
and relevant angle. And the warmth and openness of every new
person I meet makes it easy to discover connections between us.
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At Kol Halev’s third annual Human Rights Shabbat on December 17, our featured guest
was Rev. Leah Lewis of Mt. Olivet Baptist Church and our liaison with Greater Cleveland
Congregations. Rev. Lewis inspired me with that same, invaluable feeling of community, of
shared aspirations for our world. Each line of the prayer that she composed for the occasion

continued on page 4

PRAYER FOR THE RESTORATION OF COMPREHENSIVE
HUMAN RIGHTS
By The Rev. Leah C.K. Lewis

Blessed are you, oh LORD, our God, Ruler of the Universe who makes the works of
Creation.
Blessed are you, who made us holy,
Born in a singular body, intended to be free—
Free of terror, free of torture, free of enslavement.
Blessed are you, who made us in your image—
In the image of love, in the image altruism, in the image of virtue
Blessed are you, who are all powerful,
Who constructed us to act with godly agency, to act with care, and with dignity and rationality.
continued on page 5
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RABBI STEVE SEGAR

rabbinic corner
THE JOURNEY OF JEWISH IDENTITY

Within our community, we place a strong emphasis
on the metaphor of “the journey” in relationship to
religious and spiritual life. We recognize that we don’t
ever expect to “arrive” at our final spiritual destination
since life is constantly continuing to unfold, and we are
continuously confronting new situations and ideally
growing as a result.
As I was reflecting on what to write about for this
month’s newsletter, the Jewish world was hit by the news that pop culture icon
Matisiyahu, the ba’al teshuvah (one who embraces traditional Judaism as an adult)
Hasidic reggae superstar, had seemingly chosen to make a significant shift in his Jewish
identification, a shift symbolized by his decision to shave off his beard.
All areas of cyberspace were abuzz with speculation about what had driven him to this
decision and what implications this change in direction would have for his up-to-thepresent stellar career as a musical performer.
I too felt drawn into this conversation in a way that moved me to think a little more
deeply about what Matisyahu has meant to the Jewish world, especially the liberal
Jewish world. Matisyahu has remained a clearly committed traditional Orthodox Jew
since his arrival on the music scene. He has been
a strict observer of Shabbat and Kashrut. He
has made certain that there will be traditionally
Jewish prayer opportunities available for
those who come to his concerts, and he
unapologetically includes Talmudic and Hasidic
content in the vast majority of the songs he writes
and performs. And yet, at the same time, there
was always something about him that those of us
on the liberal end of the spectrum could embrace
and relate to. First, there was his musical style -- a contemporary blend of reggae and
hip hop with strikingly catchy melodies and rhythms.
continued on page 12

Rabbi Steve is available to meet with Kol HaLev members on a range of issues by appointment on Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday mornings. Please contact him by phone
at the office (216-320-1498) or at rabbisteve@kolhalev.net to schedule a meeting time.
January 2012
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continued from page 1

YAHRZEITS

They are now a part of us, as we remember them.

Members of Kol HaLev will mark the following yahrzeits during January:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adolph Kohn – father of Ron Kohn
Charles R. Friedman – father of Joyce Wolpert
Julius Kelman – father of Sam Kelman
Sadie Ritz (Sussel) – mother of Muriel Chasin
Jo Hana Goldberg – daughter of Judy Vida
Eli Samplin Marks – father of Phyllis Maris
Sophie Weidenbaum – mother of Kevin Weidenbaum
Ruth Armin – wife of Mike Armin
Shirley Korman – mother of Neil Korman
Gussie Hanft – grandmother of Lila Hanft
Beryl Hanft – mother of Lila Hanft

Kol HaLev members may include the yahrzeit of family members in KHL Happenings by submitting the name of the deceased, the relationship to the member, and the date of death, including the year, in either the secular or Jewish calendar to JudyHerdering@kolhalev.net.
Human Rights Shabbat continued from page 1

of our Human Rights Shabbat elegantly expressed a principle that I felt sure rang true
throughout our congregation. I was cheered by this reminder that human rights are not a
minority concern, but a concern that is widely felt across Cleveland, and beyond.
In conversation after the service, Reverend Lewis and I talked about her inclusion of animal rights

in her prayer, recognizing that our animal brothers and sisters have equal right to their place
on our planet.
Our discussion wandered farther afield to the dangers of global warming, which we agreed
is a human and animal rights issue, given the responsibility that developed nations bear
for a threat that will disproportionately affect people in developing nations (not to mention
its already frighteningly real impact on the natural world). Reverend Lewis’ advocacy for
local action in the face of a global problem, a theme that carried over into the afternoon’s
informational meeting about Greater Cleveland Congregations, was inspiring.
Kol HaLev truly has a partner for positive change in Rev. Lewis and her congregation--and
vice versa. I look forward to watching that relationship grow.

HESED MONTHLY COORDINATORS NEEDED FOR 2012
The Monthly Hesed Coordinator is contacted by Rabbi Steve or Hesed Committee Chair Jane
Logsdon when Hesed needs arise. The Coordinator then works with volunteers to provide the
Hesed services needed. To volunteer, contact Jane at 216-373-7066 or janealogsdon@gmail.
com.
January 2012
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Blessed are you, the omnipotence, omniscience, omnipresent and omnibenevolence.
Blessed are you, who we trust, in your infinite wisdom made us, fallible—prone to
weakness and error; perishable—temporary and susceptible to corruption; and malleable—
capable of change and improvement.
Blessed are You, the ultimate arbiter of justice—for You are, the one who sits on high,
but looks on low.
You are the One who looks upon us and sees our sorrow, our evil deeds and our foolish
destruction.
Forgive us
For-give us
Forgive us for modern-day slavery, for violence against women, for every rape and
molestation.
Forgive us for arbitrary arrest, excessive criminalization, and false imprisonment.
Forgive us for the death penalty, for penalizing our children with life without the possibility for
parole, and for every instance of injustice.
Forgive us for armed conflict and the arms trade.
Forgive us for all manner of discrimination, for racial profiling and for genocide and
other conditions that create refugees and unwilling immigrants.
Forgive us for the violation of indigenous peoples.
Forgive us for the perpetuation of ignorance, poverty and slums.
Oh God, forgive us for infringing upon the right of expression, and for the unrighteous
imposition cast upon our sisters and brothers based upon sexual orientation and issues of gender
identity.
Forgive us for the violation of every right and every privilege that you, Creator, intended
to be a free, liberal and beautiful part of the human experience.
Elohim, we, your people, your children, stand before you, having recited a litany of our
sins…and we do so, knowing that in your profound Goodness…that we, based upon our intimacy
with you, may now ask for peace.
We do so knowing that the attainment of peace means that the world will know health,
healing, reconciliation, and other forms of prosperity.
…that the attainment of peace will mean that humans, animals, plants and every indicia
of life will experience the reformation of your magnificent creation.
We stand here seeking restoration.
We do so, knowing that we are obligated to work for it, to contribute to it and demand it
where the ugliness of oppression, violence and fraud rear their godless heads.
We stand before you, embracing the words given to the prophet Micah, We, mortals,
must do justice, love kindness and walk humbly, with you, Our God!
We stand here, accepting the responsibility of tikkun olam—for we are your actors in
this world.
May we, now and forever more, go about the business of repairing your beautiful cosmos.
For peace, we pray. For peace we live. May it be your will; and let it be ours.
Amen
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HAGIGA HAPPENINGS

robyn novick

FROM OUR PRESIDENT

GREG SELKER

The beginning of the Gregorian year and the midpoint of KHL’s fiscal year, is a good time to
look back on our accomplishments as a community and ahead to what we hope to accomplish
over the next six months.

My family and I have been on quite a journey over the past few
months. It was incredible to grow from a family of 3 to a family
of 4 and to share that experience with the Kol HaLev community.
Thank you to all who came to Ari’s bris and helped make the
ceremony so meaningful to all of us. The kindness and support
could be felt by everyone who was there. Our family and friends
from outside of Kol HaLev remarked on the warmth that they
experienced just by being in the room. It is truly a testament to
the specialness of this community.

For the first time in three years , we entered the year without the existing financial cushion
of the Sacred Space campaign, so we had a steeper hill to climb this year to fund our Rabbi,
Educational Director, services and programming. Our hope was that The People vs. King
David, our biblical mock trial, would be so successful that it would fill the gap left by the Sacred
Space funds and become a foundational building block for our future.

This community is special in so many ways. The entirety of
Hagiga is run by volunteers, which is an amazing feat! While I
Ari Oster
was gone, there were even more people who gave of themselves
to keep everything running. Many thanks to Molly Berger, Lynn
Liebling, Jean Miller, Sue Pelleg, Deb Schein, Judy Herdering and Rabbi Steve for keeping
Hagiga going while I was out. It is wonderful to know that a community is there to support
each other whenever a need arises.
I feel fortunate to be a part of this community and wanted to return to work as soon as I could,
but I was afraid that being apart from Ari would be difficult for me. Thanks to this being
an understanding community, I was able to return earlier than I thought because Ari was
welcome to come along. I am grateful to be a member of this community which allows me
to be the best educator I can be because I am free of worry about meeting my infant’s needs.
I feel that Kol HaLev has made me a better mother, which in turn allows me to be a better
educator. Thank you for making this a smooth transition. Your support and consideration
mean a great deal.
I am looking forward to a wonderful rest of the year. I hope that you will get to know Ari and
see many positives to us working together.
Kol Tuv!
Robyn
We wish a fond farewell to the Solomon family -- parents Jodi and Larry and their
children Ilana and Ziv -- who are moving to Boston, where Larry is the associate sirector
at the Kesher Cambridge program Jodi and Larry are known for reaching out to young
families, volunteering in educational programs, tutoring local b’nai mitzvah candidates,
contributing yummy kosher potluck goodies and hosting many memorable KHL community
events at their home in Chesterland. Good luck in Boston; we’ll miss you.

And in large part it did just that. Our event raised just under $16,000, a good deal of which came
from outside the Kol HaLev community. While the trial didn’t raise the entire amount of money
we needed to replace the Sacred Space funds, this amount raised is significant. Additionally, for
the approximately 300 people in attendance, it was a magical evening. As a letter-to-the-editor
(written by someone who isn’t even a Kol HaLev member) published in the Cleveland Jewish
News pointed out:
“By featuring outstanding Jewish and non-Jewish speakers, contrasting modern
American law with ancient Jewish tradition, creating partnerships between secular and
religious institutions, and encouraging audience participation, Kol HaLev has created a
model for what engaging Jewish life can be.”
Based on this success, I am confident that next year’s trial, The People vs. Eve, will be even
more successful and will generate even greater interest and support from the greater Cleveland
community. This is a significant building block in our financial future, and in broadening and
deepening the awareness of who we are and the transformative power of Reconstructionist
Judaism. If you missed the trial you can listen to a broadcast of it coming up on January 6 at 9
p.m. on WCPN 90.3
For the first time we now have more than 140 member households. We are a growing
community offering people a vibrant and immediate experience of Judaism. In events like the
King David trial or the many adult educational classes taught by Rabbi Steve or one of our
talented, knowledgeable lay leaders, Kol HaLev offers a unique experience of the relevancy of
Judaism.
In addition, this is the first year our Hagiga program has had an unanimous commitment from
the Board that the program will continue into the foreseeable future. Until this point, Hagiga
and Robyn Novick, our wonderful Educational Director, had been funded on ayear-to-year
basis. The Board’s commitment to the future of Hagiga and the new long-term contract with our
Educational Director are building blocks for our future.
This year we also became the first congregation in Cleveland to live stream our High Holy Day
continued on page 8
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hug hasefer: book discussion group
The book group will meet Thursday, January 26 at 7:30 at the home of Anita Cohn. We will
be discussing Jewish Pirates of the Caribbean: How a Generation of Swashbuckling Jews
Carved Out an Empire in the New World in Their Quest for Treasure, Religious Freedom-and Revenge by Edward Kritzler. (352 pages; a Kindle version is available)
From Amazon: “In this lively debut work of history, Edward Kritzler tells
the tale of an unlikely group of swashbuckling Jews who ransacked the high
seas in the aftermath of the Spanish Inquisition. At the end of the fifteenth
century, many Jews had to flee Spain and Portugal. The most adventurous
among them took to the seas as freewheeling outlaws. In ships bearing
names such as the Prophet Samuel, Queen Esther, and Shield of Abraham,
they attacked and plundered the Spanish fleet while forming alliances
with other European powers to ensure the safety of Jews living in hiding.
Filled with high-sea adventures–including encounters with Captain
Morgan and other legendary pirates–Jewish Pirates of the Caribbean
reveals a hidden chapter in Jewish history as well as the cruelty, terror, and greed that
flourished during the Age of Discovery.”
All KHL members are welcome to attend. For more information about the group look at
our web page on the Kol HaLev website (www.kolhalev.net/book_group)and contact Kevin
Weidenbaum (KJW@oberlin.net) to be added to the group’s e-mail list.

From Our President continued from page 7
These are some of KHL’s more visible accomplishments. Meanwhile, there has been
much behind-the-scenes work that will become visible in the New Year. A team of
people led by Benjamin Barnett have been busy at work redesigning the navigation
and reorganizing the content of our website. The new website will be easier to use and
its content will be easier to find. Much of the website redesign has been guided by the
marketing study undertaken by Halle Barnett which identified KHL’s unique brand
differentiators. These brand differentiators are another foundational building block for
our community and will guide and shape how we communicate what is unique about Kol
HaLev.
The next six months promises many accomplishments. We will finalize our new multiyear agreement with the Ratner School. We will secure additional sponsors for The
People vs. Eve, so that the trial, scheduled for November 2012 , will be an even greater
success. We will have our most successful Mishloach Manot drive yet this coming
Purim, and I am confident that with the Kol HaLev community’s support we will make
up whatever fiancial shortfall still remains after the completion of our end-of-year
fundraising campaign.
January 2012
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CHALUTZIM CHAG
The Edible Torah, the second chug in the Chalutzim Chag program, has been
rescheduled for three Sundays in January. It will meet January 15, 22 and 29 from 5-7
p.m. at the Marcus Family home (3362 Maynard Road, Shaker Heights).
The chug investigates the parshat hashavuah – the weekly torah portion - with a
particular element to be highlighted through a cooking experience. (We will have time
to do a fair amount of eating, as well). This chug is a joint effort of Bill Marcus (master
educator) and Michal Marcus (cooking diva).
If you plan to participate in this chug (or have any questions about it), please contact
Robyn at 216-320-1498 or robyn@kolhalev.net.

BOARD REPORT
The Board met on December 12 at Alan Weinstein’s home. The meeting began with a
D’var Torah presented by Alan Weinstein.
Treasurer Ami Kopstein reported on projected income and expenses to the end of the
fiscal year. KHL faces a deficit under current estimates and the board will begin to
follow up on the year-end fundraising drive.
Lynn Liebling and Robyn Novick presented a request to fund a position for a Hebrew
Coordinator who would obtain reports from tutors and communicate with parents;
develop assessment parameters; assess each student’s Hebrew facility; and coordinate a
program, Chaverim B’Telephone, through which students would build skills by having
telephone conversations with persons fluent in Hebrew. The committee anticipates the
position will entail 100 hours of work. This proposal came out of a general review of the
Hebrew tutoring program made at the board’s request. The need for this position evolved
out of the committee’s discussions. Lynn distributed draft Hebrew Guidelines that
articulated the program’s goals and student objectives at various levels of instruction.
Presently, the congregation has no way to know whether or not students are on track. The
board decided not to vote for the position at the present time because there was not yet a
way to fund it.
Margaret Cohen and Barry Epstein, representing the Democratic and Fiscally
Responsible Values Team, asked the board for suggestions in addressing the $10,000$20,000 shortfall that we face each fiscal year. The board acknowledged the success of
the Mock Trial that narrowed the current deficit. The board will look for additional ways
to raise funds that do not necessarily tap the congregation.
The next meeting is Monday, January 16 at the home of Leah Kamionowski.

January 2012
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ANNOUNCING CAMP JRF
“CAMPERSHIPS”

ADULT EDUCATION
FURTHER ADVENTURES IN
RECONSTRUCTIONIST JUDAISM
For our next session of Further Explorations in
Reconstructionism, we will turn from the world of
Jewish thought to the world of Jewish life as we
investigate the development of Mordecai Kaplan’s
views on the role of women in the Jewish world.

Kol HaLev and the Jewish Education Center of Cleveland will
again provide grants to help families defray the cost for children
attending Camp JRF for their first or second time. JECC has
announced the maximum grant this year will be $1,000.
Judith’s family, left to right: Her sister, Naomi;
her mother, Lena; her husband, Rabbi Ira
Eisenstein; Judith; her father, Rabbi Mordecai
Kaplan; and her sisters Selma and Hadassah.

Many of us know that Mordecai Kaplan’s eldest
daughter, Judith, was the first female in Jewish
history to be called to the Torah as a bat mitzvah, but most of us
are less familiar with the influences on Kaplan’s life that led him to
make this historic decision. You are invited to our next session of
Further Adventures in Reconstructionist Judaism, Sun. Jan. 29 at
7:30 to delve more deeply into Kaplan’s views on this issue, at the
home of Glenda Kupersmith and Ami Kopstein, 12632 Cedar Road,
Cleveland Hts., 216-932-2771.
“No thunder sounded. No lightening struck,” recalled Judith Kaplan Eisenstein

of her history-making 1922 Bat Mitzvah ceremony, the first in America. She is
pictured here at her second Bat Mitzvah ceremony, where she was honored by a
number of prominent Jewish women, including Betty Friedan and Letty Cottin
Pogrebin.

CONTRIBUTIONS
Kol HaLev gratefully acknowledges contributions from:
• Lynn and David Liebling to Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund in thanks for Rabbi Steve’s help
with their grandson’s bris
• Ron Kohn in commemeoration of the yahrzeit of Betty Kohn
• Shawn and Simcha Zevit in commemoration of the yahrzeit of Estelle Paul
• Barbara and Barry Epstein in memory of Gwen Glazer’s brother
• Maxine Figler in memory of Leila Brooker
• Chuck and Pat Mintz in memory of Leila Brooker
• Susan Golden in honor of Leah Kamionkowski
• Robyn Novick and Andy Oster to the Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund in thanks to Rabbi Steve
for his participation in our son Ari’s bris

January 2012
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If you are interested in applying for one of these
camperships, contact David Conn (day: 724-373-3211,
eve: 724-982-0505 or david@estophile.com). First priority
will be given to children enrolled in the Kol HaLev education
program. More information can be found at: http://www.jecc.org/
YouthOpportunities/CampFundingl.htm.
In addition, and separate from the above grant program, Kol HaLev may be able to
provide limited financial assistance for families who want to send a child to Camp JRF
for year three or beyond. If your family intends to request such assistance, please contact
David Conn as soon as possible.
Camp JRF, located on 130 acres of beautifully wooded land in the Pocono Mountains, offers
programs for children 8 - 17 years old. Energetic and creative staff members come from the
United States, Canada, and Israel, and Camp JRF senior staff includes students from the
Reconstructionist Rabbinical College.
Cabins for campers are equipped with toilets and showers and each cabin has a porch.
Campers take their meals in a newly renovated dining hall with a fully equipped kosher
kitchen.
The camp site’s features and amenities include:
• Heated six-lane pool with attached changing area and hot tub
• Private four-acre lake with sandy beach, water trampoline, and small boats
• Arts Center with rooms for pottery, crafts, cooking, industrial arts, and more
• Indoor/outdoor theater with seating for 360, dual-level stage, and adjoining classrooms
• Large outdoor pavilions for gymnastics, dance, sports, and education
• Sports fields for baseball, soccer, lacrosse, and group games
• Basketball courts, sand volleyball courts, tennis courts, and roller hockey rink
• Indoor facility with theater, gymnastics, and skating equipment
• High and low ropes course elements
• Multiple streams and hiking trails
• Fully equipped Health Center
For more information about Camp JRF, visit their web site at http://www.campjrf.org/

January 2012
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Rabbinic Corner, continued from page 3

But even more than that, it was his willingness, as a traditionally Orthodox Jew, to
openly engage with the non-Jewish world. It’s true that as part of the Chabad movment,
he might be expected to be more outwardly focused than people from other sectors of
traditional Orothodoxy, but even with Chabad, the outward focus tends to be on Jews
who have drifted from the tradition as
Chabad understands it. Reaching out
beyond the Jewish world is something
different altogether. One might even
make the argument that in his own way,
Matisyahu has pursued an artistic path
that feels a little bit Reconstructionist in
its insistence on exploring the interface
between Jewish and American culture.
(Of course the fact that he was raised
in a Reconstructionist synagogue
in suburban New York might have
something to do with this).
However, now that he has taken such
a dramatic step in a different direction,
what will be the response of his Jewish
fan base? It seems likely that those
supporters in the Orthodox world will
be quite turned off to what they will
likely perceive as his selfish and misguided re-orientation. But I also wonder if there
might be significant fall off of support even in the liberal Jewish world in that he seemed
to stand for a unique modern or post-modern type of Jewish encounter with the broader
culture.
My hope is that those of us in the Reconstructionist community who have appreciated
Matisyahu up to this point will not now instinctively back away simply because of the
internal shift that has taken place in his Jewish identity. I think he is actually serving as
a powerful model of the idea that we so often articulate of recognizing that we are on
a never ending spiritual journey. He has chosen to be committed to where his journey
is taking him despite the clear personal and professional risks associated with such
acknowledgement. His courage is to be applauded.

HESED
We send refuah sh’lema to Sammy Cheifitz and to Steven Kanner’s sister Marcie Kanner.
We send condolences to Marcia Chenin on the loss of her brother Norman Segal, may his memory be
a blessing, and to Franklin, Maggie, August and Lux Malemud on the loss of Franklin’s grandmother Rita Ruth Hess, may her memory be for a blessing. May Marcia and her family and the Malemud
family find comfort along with all those who are in mourning among the Jewish people and the world
as a whole.
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DAVID CONN

CONNECTIONS

WALKING TO SHUL: NOT AS OLD SCHOOL AS YOU MIGHT THINK
Last month we looked at how two Kol HaLev member families have
“reconstructed” a Shabbat evening ritual: blessing the children. This
month we turn to a tradition that may seem impractical or needlessly frum
(traditionally observant) in the twentiy-first century liberal Jewish world:
walking to shul on Shabbat.
The Rabbis erected a high wall around Shabbat to preserve its holiness,
establishing 39 categories of activities (called melachot) which are prohibited
on Shabbat. These were inferred from the Torah based on the tasks required
to construct and erect the Mishkan (portable Tabernacle) carried by our postExodus forbearers as they wandered the Sinai.
From the standpoint of halachah (Jewish law), driving a car is “hillul Shabbat” (disrespectful
of the Sabbath) as it violates several of the melachot. As liberal Jews not considering ourselves
bound by halachah, we have considered the melachot but decided that driving to shul is acceptable
since it facilitates performing the mitzvah of attending services. Most Conservative congregations
have reached a similar conclusion. Driving on Shabbat is an accepted fact of life for most Jews
outside the Orthodox community who, barring highly extenuating circumstances, almost invariably
walk.
Why, then, would it be desirable for those of us in liberal congregations to walk to shul?
Walking to shul creates “space” around attending services, which for some may be the highlight
(or the sole feature) of our Shabbat experience. Walking allows us to enjoy quality time with
family and friends—or to relish temporary solitude—and simply to delight in sunshine, fresh air
and the bits of nature that are all around us even in suburbia. On a more subtle level, walking on
Shabbat links us to our traditions (remember the melachot?) and to fellow Jews we encounter on
our walk. Isn’t there something special about calling out “Good Shabbos” to a family on the other
side of the street also on their way to or from shul? Finally, walking is good exercise that also
tends to clear the mind of the mishegas built up over the past week!
By creating space within and around our Shabbat experience and by linking ourselves to our
traditions and to our fellow Jews, walking to shul helps us separate “Shabbat time” from the rest of
the week, lifting it above and beyond, making it holy.
What if you live several miles from shul? You might drive to a friend’s house and walk together
from there. If you prefer to walk alone, you could drive to a community park or public parking
area within walking distance of your shul and travel the rest of the way on foot. Ironically, driving
part way may be your key to unlocking the benefits of walking on Shabbat!

Help “Connections” become a monthly column! What rituals and observances connect
you to our traditions and to the Divine? E-mail them to me at david@estophile.com or
pull me aside after Kiddush. I may incorporate them into future columns! Let me know if
you would prefer that I not use your name.
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GCC REPORT

CALENDAR

For Kol HaLev members who have been looking to deepen their involvement with GCC,
December was a noteworthy month. First, there was the December 8 community-wide rally
to show support for the Cleveland Public Schools and exert pressure to roll back potentially
devastating budget cuts. Then, on December 17, GCC was the focus of KHL’s third annual
Human Rights Shabbat program. After the service, we held a GCC “house meeting” at Ratner
that was hosted by GCC Core Team member Donna Weinberger and the Rev. Leah Lewis
from the GCC staff.
Eleven Kol HaLev members attended the
December 8 rally at the Olivet Institutional
Baptist Church on Quincy Avenue in Cleveland. At the time the rally was first called, the
Cleveland Public Schools were facing a $13.2 million budget cut that would require the
termination of the following programs beginning with the spring semester: early childhood
education, bus transportation for high school students, athletic programs and summer school.
Shortly after the rally was announced and GCC leaders consulted with school leaders, the
school board and the teachers’ union reached a tentative agreement that provided enough
savings to restore the budget for these programs. GCC went forward with the rally in order
to show support for the agreement, encourage both sides to ratify it, and to lay the foundation
for future efforts to improve the schools.
GCC had commitments from constituent congregations to bring 850 people to the rally and
at least that many if not more showed up. The sanctuary at Olivet was standing room only.
Mayor Jackson and the heads of the schools and the union heard students express their
concerns about the potential loss of the threatened programs. The rally was a stirring event
for all those who attended and showed the depth of strength that GCC is able to exhibit to
make things happen in the community. All present were made aware that this struggle to
protect and improve the schools is only just beginning because the Cleveland Public Schools
face a $66 million deficit next year.
Reverend Leah Lewis, our liaison with GCC and one of the speakers at the Olivet rally, was
also our featured guest at our third annual KHL Human Rights Shabbat on December 17.
During the service, Rev. Lewis offered a special prayer that she created for Human Rights
Shabbat and she also spent some time talking about GCC just before the “Aleynu” prayer.
Her remarks helped bring a local focus to Human Rights Shabbat showing that human rights
work is something we need to do in Cleveland as well as in faraway countries. She noted that
GCC provides a true forum for engaging in this work.
After the Shabbat service and the Kiddush, about 20 KHL members stayed at Ratner for
a GCC “house meeting.” Rev. Lewis and Donna Weinberger co-chaired the discussion
concerning GCC. They each explained their involvement in GCC and what drew them to get
involved. Rev. Lewis described several of the new GCC efforts that have been undertaken by
the partnering of two or more GCC congregations. The KHL members present expressed a
great deal of interest in getting involved in a GCC project and the meeting ran long because
of the enthusiasm of those present. Clearly there is a great deal of interest in KHL for GCC
and it is hoped that even more KHL members will participate as the GCC agenda takes shape.
I will keep you posted on future GCC events.

Fri., Jan. 6
Sat., Jan. 7

10:30 a.m
10:45 a.m.

1:00-2:00 p.m.

Mon., Jan. 9

7:30 p.m

Tues., Jan. 10
Sat., Jan. 14

8:30 a.m
3:30 -5:00 pm

Sun., Jan. 15

5:00-7:00 p.m.

Wed., Jan. 18

7:00 -9:00 p.m.

Sat., Jan. 21

10:30 a.m

Sat., Jan. 21

9:45 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
10:45

Allen Binstock, KHL GCC Coordinator
January 2012
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9:00 p.m.
10:30 a.m.

January 2012

The People vs. King David airs on 90.3 WCPN
Shabbat Service preceded by Torah Discussion at 9:45 a.m. at
Ratner Chapel; Vayechi; Service leader Rabbi Steve; Discussion
leader: TBA; Kiddush co-hosted by Leah and Ron Gilbert in
honor of Nathan’s 18th birthday and by Ruth Ness
Hagiga
Tot-Parent Shabbat Program for families with children in
preschool and under in Rooms 113 & 114. The program is about
a half an hour, led by Rachel Williams. Babysitting is available
before and after Tot Shabbat, also in Rooms 113 & 114.
Lunch and Learn - Rabbi Steve will teach on the topic of Prayer
and Healing. Child care will be available. The lunch will be
potluck. People whose last name begins with G, H, I, or J should
bring drinks or a dessert; everyone else should bring a main
course or side dish.
Board Meeting at the home of Leah Kamionkowski, 9 Chelsea
Ct, Beachwood, 216-464-2940; all Kol HaLev members are
welcome
Schmooze With the Rabbi at the Stone Oven on Lee Road
Torah Study - To begin the study of Biblical Midrash at
the home of Maureen Hack, 17 Dorset Court, The Village,
Beachwood, 216-831-0997. Our text will be the short version of
the classical text by Louis Ginzberg “Legends of the Bible.” This
is available through Amazon, $6.50 (used).
Chalutzim Chai - The Edible Torah - at the Scher-Marcus
Family home (3362 Maynard Road, Shaker Heights) will
investigate the parshat hashavuah – the weekly torah portion with a concentration on a particular element. This element will
be highlighted through a cooking experience. If you will be
participating in this chug, contact Robyn at robyn@kolhalev.net
or 216-320-1498.
Mindful Jewish Practice at the home of Glenda Kupersmith and
Ami Kopstein, 12632 Cedar Road, Cleveland Hts., 216-932-277
Shabbat Service preceded by Torah Discussion at 9:45 a.m. at
Ratner Chapel; Vaera; Service leader Adina Davidson and Amy
Brodsky with Rabbi Steve; Discussion leader: TBA; kiddush cohosted by Dan Klein and Nancy Rubel and by Dick and Donna
Weinberger
Family Service
Hagiga
Tot-Parent Shabbat Program for families with children in
preschool and under in Rooms 113 & 114. The program is about
a half an hour, led by Rachel Williams. Babysitting is available
before and after Tot Shabbat, also in Rooms 113 & 114.
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Sun., Jan. 22

Thurs., Jan. 26
Fri., Jan. 27
Sat., Jan. 28
Sun., Jan. 29

10:00 a.m.-12:00 Women’s Group Brunch hosted by Sue Pelleg, 430 Steven
p.m.
Blvd., Richmond Hts. RSVP to 216-531-6355 or suelisw@aol.
com.
5:00-7:00 p.m.
Chalutzim Chai - The Edible Torah - at the Scher-Marcus
Family home (3362 Maynard Road, Shaker Heights) will
investigate the parshat hashavuah – the weekly torah portion with a concentration on a particular element. This element will
be highlighted through a cooking experience. If you will be
participating in this chug, contact Robyn at robyn@kolhalev.net
or 216-320-1498.
7:30 p.m
Hug HaSefer Book Discussion Group at the home of Anita
Cohn, 2112 Acacia Park Drive, #106, Lyndhurst, 440-446-9336
(more on page 8).
6:00 p.m.
Kabbalat Shabbat and Oneg Potluck at Ratner; kiddush cohosted by Allen Binstock and Barb Truitt
10:30 a.m.
Musical Shabbat at Ratner; Bo; kiddush co-hosted by Joe
Mendes and Cynthia Larsen and by Ed and Mimi Feil
5:00-7:00 p.m
Chalutzim Chai - The Edible Torah - at the Scher-Marcus
Family home (3362 Maynard Road, Shaker Heights) will
investigate the parshat hashavuah – the weekly torah portion with a concentration on a particular element. This element will
be highlighted through a cooking experience. If you will be
participating in this chug, contact Robyn at robyn@kolhalev.net
or 216-320-1498.
7:30 p.m.
Further Explorations in Reconstructionism at the home of
Glenda Kupersmith and Ami Kopstein, 12632 Cedar Road,
Cleveland Hts., 216-932-2771 (read more on page 10).

This calendar is accurate as of the time of publication. Changes are published in the Weekly Update
emailed on Thursdays and in Kol HaLev’s website calendar.

upcoming in february
KOL HALEV WOMEN’S RETREAT

Please join us as our son

The Newsletter of Cleveland’s Jewish Reconstructionist Community

Place
stamp
here

2245 Warrensville Center Rd., #215
University Heights, OH 44118
216-320-1498

“BECOMING WHO WE ARE”
(part of KHL’s Evolution Weekend)
is called to the Torah
as a Bar Mitzvah
Saturday, February 11, 2012
Kiddush to follow

For catering purposes, please RSVP
by Feb. 2 to lhanft@gmail.com

Sun., Feb. 12, 10:00-2:30
Barb Truitt will discuss genetic progression
from a scientific standpoint. After a potluck
lunch, we will consider (via some fun activities)
how we evolve from being one self into being
another person as our lives unfold.
Hosted by Happy Wallach,
23538 Duffield Road, Shaker Heights

David Roberts & Lila Hanft
January 2012
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Kol HaLev, Cleveland’s Jewish
Reconstructionist Congregation, is an
egalitarian,
participatory
spiritual community Page 17
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Visit our website at http://www.kolhalev.net
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